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About This Content

Download the fully playable Nightwing character. Nightwing comes complete with his own unique gadgets and special moves,
and is playable in all challenge maps in the game, as well as two additional challenge maps that are included with the pack:

Wayne Manor and Main Hall. The pack also contains a bonus Animated Nightwing character skin.
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I downloaded this game to play multiplayer with some friends witch we could not manage to do. The implementation of
hosting\/joining games is realy bad needs some serious change\/update. As singleplayer the game is quite simple and not very
fun.. Unplayable!. Best turn based CRPG ever.. Mira needs 2 of her hyper to actually use her hyper.

Iru is annoying.. Needs more bees
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Got this game when i saw it was on discount and really didn't expect much of this EA title.
I was really surprised at how much fun it was. Played for 2 hours straight before I had to get back to work.
Very funny Turn-Based gladiator game where your characters will die alot but your future character will be stronger each time
you start.
Definately has a lot of potential especially if they will add online. Good Job!. This game is awesome.
It has its flaws, but it brings the speed runner feel to the maximum.

After about 10 hours of play, I was able to beat 3 world records - but I guess that's more due to the game being released only one
day ago.

If you're looking for a game with intense amounts of tilt, get it.
If you're looking for a quick game that gives you the trackmania millisecond feel, get it.
If you're into platformers - GET IT!

Much love, this review was not bought by the developer.. It only works on windows XP. It's from that terrible period of time
where the console versions were cool dynamic action games and pc versions were bland dull point and clicks.. Great game, I've
spent countless hours playing and it's still only in early access. the dev is in constant with players through the forums.. This game
has a very interesting concept, but is is very limited on movements: You only can teleport to several predefined places, so you
can't actually fully explore the maps and hide in some places. The maps and art are totally outstanding and are worth. The online
multiplayer for HTC Vive still lacks of talk chat, which would be something very desirable. I will play more and hope this
improves in the future.... This game taught me that RESPECT IS EVERYTHING.. Non-replayable, short playthrough
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